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The term Zen, the transliteration of the Chinese ch’an, from Pali jhana and Sanskrit dhyana is
the basic form of Buddhism. It strictly emphasizes ‘sitting meditation’ for the realization of
Buddhist truths particularly for realizing the truth of no-self’ emptiness and the uncreated
mind. Zen Buddhism teaches that man can come to deliverance and enlightenment only from
his own strength. Thus, it helps us to develop mindfulness, concentration, super mundane
powers, tranquility and insight.
Zen Buddhism emphasizes rigorous meditation-practice insight into Buddha-nature and the
personal expression of this insight in daily life, especially for the benefits of others. It studies
the pure nature of the mind. As Bodhidharma, who is thought as the first Chinese teacher of
Ch’an (Jap:Zen), said:”Once mortals see their nature ,all attachments end. Awareness isn’t
hidden but you can only find it right now. If you really want to find the way, don’t hold on to
anything”
Zen School of Buddhism (a form of Mahayana Buddhism) is understanding yourself. To know
that the substance of the whole universe is same though contradictory in nature because
name and forms are made by thinking. It is like, ”when you don’t know yourself, You don’t
know the truth”. Substance has no name or no form. People desire money, fame, sex, food
and rest. All their desires are thinking. Thinking is suffering which means there can be no
World Peace. Not thinking is not suffering and this process leads to World Peace which is
Absolute.
Zen Buddhism owes its historic origin to early Indian Buddhism, where a deepened state of
meditation, called Samadhi, was singled out as one of the three components. The other two
areSila ( observation of ethical percepts )
Prajna ( embodiment of non discriminatory wisdom )
Zen can be considered as the “religion before religion” which can be followed and practiced by
even those who are committed to another faith and that phrase evokes that natural religion of
an innocent early childhood, when a child finds no distinction between Heaven and
splendorous Earth. For him they are alike each other, but soon so many ideas, opinions,
preconceptions and abstractions over cloud his clear vision. Not until years does n instinct
come that vital sense of mystery has been withdrawn. After that day, at the bottom of each
breath, there is a hollow place filled with longing. We do not know what we are seeking for but
we seek or long for something “greater” than ourselves, something apart and far away. This
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realization is not a return to childhood because it is not a truly enlightened state. To seek one’s
own real self or true nature is a “way to lead you to your long lost home”. To practice Zen
Buddhism is to realize one’s existence constantly, rather than letting life unravel in repentance
of the past or for gone and day dreaming of the future. To “rest in the present” is a state of
magical simplicity……out of the emptiness can come a true insight into our natural harmony all
creation.
The doctrine of Zen Buddhism is quite contrary to that of Aristotelian concept which describes
that the ordinary image of a man on which his daily life is based on and on which his social life
is carried out is the real one. On the other hand, to a Zen Buddist the ordinary image of a man
does not represent the true self. The real image of a man is an image of man who has already
passed through such an absolute transformation of himself. In this regard freedom comes
when identification with the body and body-image is ended, this is to transcend the ‘fabricated
body’ and realize the ‘true body’ of grass, trees, water and fire.
“what we call the body and mind in the Buddha way is grass, trees, and wall rubble, it is wind,
rain, water and fire”.

Dogen, Hotsee Mujo Shin
Enlightenment can be defined as the causation of Dukkha. The meaning be betetter
apprehend as the full realization of truth of Buddha’s teaching.”The great way of the Buddha
and the patriarchs involve the highest form, the first dawning of religious truth, through the
test of discipline and practice, to awakening and nirvana. It is sustained exertion that is neither
self-imposed nor imposed by others but free and uncovered”
(Doger)
Samsara is a fundamental concept in Buddhism and it is simply the perpetual cycle of existence
or endless rounds of rebirth among the six realms of existence. This cynical rebirth pattern will
only end when a sentiment being attains Nirvana, i.e. virtual exhaustion of Karma, habitual
traces, defilements and delusions. All other religious preach one Heaven, one Earth and one
Hell, but this perspective is very limited if compared with Buddhist Samsara where Heaven is
just one of the six realms of existence and it has 28 levels/planes.
Zen Buddhism is a medium to attain enlightenment and it cannot be considered as a religion or
a philosophy or a science, for each of these terms implies a specified and limited form. It will
quite accurate to consider Zen as Life which lies beyond all forms. It is a bridge which lies
between the world cognizable by the five senses and the mind, and the world of Reality. Zen
practitioner treads his delicate way, valuing all things, accepting all things and finally rejecting
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all ‘things’ until they are known as complementary aspects of an invisible reality. This way of
Buddhism never explains, it merely indicates. It says little but it points the way to attain
perfection and follows the task of self-enlightenment alone is worthy to occupy the wise man’s
time.
Zen philosophy expressed sudden insight followed by gradual cultivation and emphasize that
insight into our true nature is sudden, but it is to be followed by practice to ripen the insight
and attain full Buddhahood. What the Zen tradition emphasizes is that the enlightenment of
Buddha came not through conceptualization, but rather through direct insight. But direct
insight has to be supported by study and understanding of the Buddhist teachings and texts. A
man must first gain wide ranging knowledge, accumulate a treasure-store of wisdom by
studying all the Buddhist Sutras and commentaries, reading through all the classic works of
Buddhists and non-Buddhists, and perusing the writings of the wise men of other traditions.
It is clairvoyant that Zen Buddhism emphasizes the originally pure nature of the mind, much as
other Mahayana schools of Buddhism. Zen Meditation places supreme emphasis on self
power, on the active mobilization of all energies towards the realization of the idea of
enlightenment. Thus, we see that this form of meditation is not mystic union with Buddha, it is
a way of life for everyone in any circumstance. It teaches a way to live and to die peacefully,
meaningfully and pleasantly.


Zen Buddhism is based upon one’s concentration on usual everyday routine. It is a
practice which needs to be experienced, not a concept that you can intellectualize, it is
an understanding with your brain. It is a practice that is uninterruptedly transmitted
from master to the disciple and that goes back to the spiritual Awakening. Zen
Buddhism believes that a human body is a medium of self-realization because of this
doctrine Zen beliefs are followed as spiritual practice. From this point of view, to live
the body’s life fully is to be self-realized. That is the reason a Zen practitioner meditates
each moment of the waking day until he begins to achieve the noble ideal expressed in
the Bhagwat Gita:

“A constant and un swearing steadiness of heart upon the arrival of every event whether
favorable or unfavorable”
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